Blandfield
E on private road, 1.5 miles NW of intersection of U. S. Rte. 17 and State Rte. 624 at Caret
Caret vicinity
Essex County
Virginia

Katherine Wetzel, Photographer  Spring 1983

VA-1198-1 DISTANT VIEW OF WEST (LAND) FRONT
VA-1198-2 NEARER VIEW OF WEST FRONT
VA-1198-3 AXIAL VIEW OF WEST FRONT FROM DRIVE
VA-1198-4 WEST FRONT AND DEPENDENCIES
VA-1198-5 GENERAL VIEW FROM SW
VA-1198-6 GENERAL VIEW FROM NW
VA-1198-7 GENERAL VIEW FROM NW WITH SMOKEHOUSE
VA-1198-8 GENERAL VIEW FROM NORTH
VA-1198-9 GENERAL VIEW FROM NORTH WITH SMOKEHOUSE
VA-1198-10 NORTH DEPENDENCY AND SMOKEHOUSE (See also VA-1198-A, Smokehouse)
VA-1198-11 EAST FRONT AND NORTH DEPENDENCY FROM NE
VA-1198-12 AXIAL VIEW OF EAST (RIVER) FRONT
VA-1198-13 EAST FRONT AND SOUTH DEPENDENCY FROM SE
VA-1198-14 EAST FRONT AND SOUTH DEPENDENCY FROM SE, WITH FOLIAGE
VA-1198-15 SOUTH ELEVATION AND SOUTH DEPENDENCY
VA-1198-16 SOUTH ELEVATION AND SOUTH DEPENDENCY WITH FOLIAGE
VA-1198-17  CLOSE VIEW OF SOUTH ELEVATION WITH FOLIAGE
VA-1198-18  ROOF OF SOUTH HYFEN AND SOUTH DEPENDENCY FROM MAIN BLOCK
VA-1198-19  CHIMNEYS OF MAIN BLOCK FROM SOUTH
VA-1198-20  VIEW FROM ROOF OF EAST FRONT PORCH TO SE
VA-1198-21  VIEW FROM ROOF OF EAST FRONT PORCH TO NE
VA-1198-22  AXIAL VIEW OF CENTRAL PAVILION OF WEST FRONT
VA-1198-23  CENTRAL PAVILION AND PORCH OF WEST FRONT FROM SW
VA-1198-24  WEST FRONT PORCH, SIDE VIEW FROM SOUTH
VA-1198-25  NORTH (KITCHEN) DEPENDENCY, WEST FRONT WITH SMOKEHOUSE IN BACKGROUND
VA-1198-26  AXIAL VIEW OF CENTRAL PAVILION OF EAST FRONT
VA-1198-27  CENTRAL PAVILION AND PORCH OF EAST FRONT FROM SE
VA-1198-28  EAST FRONT PORCH, SIDE VIEW FROM SOUTH
VA-1198-29  STONE FLOOR OF EAST FRONT PORCH
VA-1198-30  DETAIL OF FIRST FLOOR WINDOW OF MAIN BLOCK, SHOWING SPAYLED LINTEL, WATER TABLE, AND BELT COURSE
VA-1198-31  DETAIL OF WATER TABLE, MAIN BLOCK
VA-1198-32  DETAIL OF BASEMENT WINDOW OF MAIN BLOCK
VA-1198-33  DETAIL OF PRESUMED ORIGINAL WINDOW AND SASH IN NORTH HYFEN
VA-1198-34  BASEMENT - ENTRY TO EAST ROOM (WINE CELLAR?) OF MAIN BLOCK
VA-1198-35  BASEMENT - VIEW INSIDE EAST ROOM OF MAIN BLOCK
VA-1198-36  BASEMENT - EAST ROOM OF MAIN BLOCK, DETAIL OF FRAMING WITH FRAGMENTS OF BROKEN WINE BOTTLES
VA-1198-37  BASEMENT - WEST CENTER ROOM, SHOWING STEPPED FOUNDATIONS AND WINDOW
VA-1198-38  BASEMENT - WEST CENTER ROOM, ARCHED CHIMNEY SUPPORT
VA-1198-39  BASEMENT - WEST CENTER ROOM, DOORWAY

VA-1198-40  BASEMENT - VENTILATION WINDOW WITH IRON BARS, SOUTH CORRIDOR OF MAIN BLOCK

VA-1198-41  BASEMENT - BRICK VAULTING UNDER STONE FLOOR OF EAST FRONT PORCH. WINDOW IN BACKGROUND LIGHTS EAST CENTER ROOM

VA-1198-42  FIRST FLOOR - SALON, LOOKING EAST FROM WEST FRONT DOOR

VA-1198-43  FIRST FLOOR - SALON, LOOKING NORTHEAST, NORTH STAIR IN BACKGROUND

VA-1198-44  FIRST FLOOR - SALON, SHOWING MANTEL AND WEST FRONT DOOR

VA-1198-45  FIRST FLOOR - SALON, LOOKING WEST FROM EASTERN HALF

VA-1198-46  FIRST FLOOR - SALON, LOOKING WEST FROM EAST FRONT DOOR

VA-1198-47  FIRST FLOOR - SALON, SHOWING EAST FRONT DOOR

VA-1198-48  FIRST FLOOR - SOUTH STAIR HALL, LOOKING NORTH

VA-1198-49  FIRST FLOOR - SOUTH STAIRWAY

VA-1198-50  FIRST FLOOR - SOUTH STAIRWAY, SHOWING SECRET COMPARTMENT UNDER TREAD IN PARTIALLY OPEN POSITION

VA-1198-51  FIRST FLOOR - NORTH STAIRWAY

VA-1198-52  FIRST FLOOR - NORTH STAIR HALL, LOOKING SOUTH

VA-1198-53  FIRST FLOOR - NORTHWEST ROOM, WINDOWS

VA-1198-54  FIRST FLOOR - NORTHWEST ROOM, MANTEL AND DOOR TO SALON

VA-1198-55  FIRST FLOOR - SOUTHWEST ROOM, MANTEL AND WINDOWS

VA-1198-56  FIRST FLOOR - SOUTHWEST ROOM, DOOR TO SOUTH STAIR HALL

VA-1198-57  FIRST FLOOR - BATH IN HYPHEN, ADJACENT TO SOUTHWEST ROOM

VA-1198-58  FIRST FLOOR - SOUTHEAST ROOM, WINDOWS

VA-1198-59  FIRST FLOOR - SOUTHEAST ROOM, MANTEL
VA-1198-60  FIRST FLOOR - NORTHEAST ROOM, WINDOWS
VA-1198-61  FIRST FLOOR - NORTHEAST ROOM, MANTEL AND DOOR TO SALON
VA-1198-62  FIRST FLOOR - KITCHEN IN HYPHEN ADJACENT TO NORTHWEST ROOM
VA-1198-63  WINDOW IN STAIRLANDING WITH SPANDED SILL
VA-1198-64  SECOND FLOOR - CROSS HALL LOOKING NORTH
VA-1198-65  SECOND FLOOR - CROSS HALL LOOKING SOUTH
VA-1198-66  SECOND FLOOR - CROSS HALL, SHOWING STAIR/LADDER TO ATTIC
VA-1198-67  SECOND FLOOR - NORTHWEST ROOM, WINDOWS
VA-1198-68  SECOND FLOOR - NORTHWEST ROOM, MANTEL
VA-1198-69  SECOND FLOOR - WEST CENTER ROOM, WINDOWS AND MANTEL
VA-1198-70  SECOND FLOOR - WEST CENTER ROOM, WITH DOORWAY TO CROSS HALL
VA-1198-71  SECOND FLOOR - SOUTHWEST ROOM, MANTEL
VA-1198-72  SECOND FLOOR - SOUTHWEST ROOM, WINDOWS, WITH ARCHITECTURAL FRAGMENTS ON FLOOR (See also VA-1198-107-109)
VA-1198-73  SECOND FLOOR - SOUTHEAST ROOM, MANTEL, LOOKING EAST
VA-1198-74  SECOND FLOOR - SOUTHEAST ROOM, MANTEL, LOOKING WEST TO CROSS HALL
VA-1198-75  SECOND FLOOR - STORAGE ROOM, ADJACENT TO SOUTHEAST ROOM
VA-1198-76  SECOND FLOOR - BATH, ADJACENT TO SOUTHEAST ROOM
VA-1198-77  SECOND FLOOR - EAST CENTER ROOM, WINDOWS
VA-1198-78  SECOND FLOOR - EAST CENTER ROOM, MANTEL
VA-1198-79  SECOND FLOOR - NORTHEAST ROOM, WINDOWS
VA-1198-80  SECOND FLOOR - NORTHEAST ROOM, MANTEL AND CLOSET DOORS
VA-1198-81  ATTIC - LOOKING NORTH SHOWING HATCH FROM SECOND FLOOR AND LADDER TO ROOF
VA-1198-82  ATTIC - LOOKING NW WITH LADDER TO ROOF
VA-1198-83  ATTIC - LOOKING SOUTH
VA-1198-84 ATTIC - LOOKING SOUTHEAST
VA-1198-85 ATTIC - LOOKING EAST
VA-1198-86 NORTH HYPHEN, LOOKING TOWARDS NORTH DEPENDENCY
VA-1198-87 NORTH HYPHEN, LOOKING TOWARDS MAIN BLOCK
VA-1198-88 NORTH DEPENDENCY, FIRST FLOOR - HALL AND STAIRWAY
VA-1198-89 NORTH DEPENDENCY, FIRST FLOOR - KITCHEN, SHOWING WINDOWS
VA-1198-90 NORTH DEPENDENCY, FIRST FLOOR - KITCHEN, SHOWING HEARTH, FIREPLACE, AND BAKE OVENS
VA-1198-91 NORTH DEPENDENCY, FIRST FLOOR - FLUE OF KITCHEN CHIMNEY
VA-1198-92 NORTH DEPENDENCY, FIRST FLOOR - SMALL ROOM WEST OF STAIRWAY, SHOWING FIREPLACE
VA-1198-93 NORTH DEPENDENCY, SECOND FLOOR - HALL WITH STAIR/LADDER TO ATTIC
VA-1198-94 NORTH DEPENDENCY, SECOND FLOOR - LARGE ROOM OVER KITCHEN, SHOWING FIREPLACE
VA-1198-95 NORTH DEPENDENCY, SECOND FLOOR - LARGE ROOM OVER KITCHEN, SHOWING WINDOWS
VA-1198-96 NORTH DEPENDENCY, SECOND FLOOR - SMALL ROOM WEST OF HALL, SHOWING DOOR
VA-1198-97 NORTH DEPENDENCY, SECOND FLOOR - SMALL ROOM WEST OF HALL, SHOWING WINDOW
VA-1198-98 SOUTH HYPHEN, LOOKING TOWARDS MAIN BLOCK
VA-1198-99 SOUTH DEPENDENCY (CARETAKER'S QUARTERS), FIRST FLOOR - HALL AND STAIRWAY
VA-1198-100 SOUTH DEPENDENCY, FIRST FLOOR - LARGE ROOM, SHOWING MANTEL
VA-1198-101 SOUTH DEPENDENCY, FIRST FLOOR - LARGE ROOM, SHOWING WINDOWS
VA-1198-102 SOUTH DEPENDENCY, FIRST FLOOR - KITCHEN, SHOWING FIREPLACE